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If you don't know where you are 
going, you might wind up someplace 
else. 

~YOGI BERRA



all marketing is communication
marketing is directed communication with the intention of creating ACTION.
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with 3-4 constantly moving variables:



marketing is communication
and communication is rhetorical

YOU (the communicator)

THEM (the audience)

WHAT (the message/ACTION)

WHERE (the context)
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marketing is rhetorical
YOU

THEM WHAT

WHERE

YOU: the organization’s ethos; their/its 
credibility, authority, public reputation

THEM: pathos; how the audience feels, what 
they know or already think about the YOU and 
the WHAT 

WHAT : logos; the content, ideas, or message 
itself and also can be understood as LOGIC, 
DATA, or EVIDENCE 

WHERE: kairos; the timing and other non-
related circumstances that will affect the 
above three variables



strategic digital marketing

Understand the specific message you want to land. What’s the story your consumers will 
inhabit?

Communicate the RESULT or EXPERIENCE of the action you’re seeking – not just the features 
that customers and clients will get. 

The most successful communication TELLS A STORY that focuses on the consumer OUTCOMES. 

THIS IS YOUR BIG PICTURE WHAT



strategic digital marketing

We have portable, temperature-controlled units.

They are the most advanced, easy-to-use, and accurate temperature-controlled container. 
Reliable and offered in a variety of sizes for many different applications, our units are the best 
refrigerated delivery solution for small and midsize caterers, pharmaceutical businesses, and 
other businesses that require portable refrigeration solutions. 

THIS IS YOUR WHAT



strategic digital marketing

TALK TO YOUR CUSTOMERS ABOUT THEMSELVES

YOU NEED portable temperature-controlled delivery solutions for your start-up catering 
business.

You have a small hatchback, and a small budget. You need something small that won’t cost a 
ton, and something that you can outfit your car with quickly because your clients just changed 
their menu and you need a way to deliver food at temperature TOMORROW.

WHO IS THE “YOU” in your story? Think about the FUTURE TESTIMONIAL (that’s their story). 

FLIP YOUR “WHAT” into THEIR “NEED”



tactical digital marketing

Customer segmentation breaks your market into groups. Define the “who” you wish to reach: 

Demographic: age, gender, marital status, income, education

• SEGMENTS: 

o Psychographics: similar opinions, beliefs, values, attitudes, and interests

o Geographic: where do they live, work, play

o Behavioral: actions taken and how frequently (do they buy a Starbucks coffee everyday? 
Read The New York Times?)

o Needs-based: also called “life stage;” typically concerns lifestyle details like childcare

YOUR CUSTOMER IS THE STAR OF YOUR SHOW



tactical digital marketing

Tell your customers what their future testimonial will be!

Drive sales

Increase brand awareness

Improve SEO

**without the investment of additional media buying**

SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING: FREE SOURCE OF VISIBILTLY AND TRAFFIC



tactical digital marketing
KNOW YOUR THEM

What is the target demographic? [how old, gender, marital status, education 
level]

Where do they live?

What industry to they work in? What role(s) do they play? 

How do they get their information (that pertains to your context)?

How do they communicate primarily?

How do they think?

Who is important to them? 



tactical digital marketing
WHERE WILL YOU FIND THEM?

From the Content Marketing Institute’s (2022) Manufacturing and Contractor 
Research Report:

YouTube – 100%

Twitter – 100%

LinkedIn 100%

Facebook – 90%

Instagram – 64%

Pinterest – 27%

Snapchat – 18%



The first problem of communication 
is getting people’s attention. 

~CHIP HEATH



create compelling content
ALL MARKETING  COMMUNICATION

Good communication listens first and is EMPATHETIC. What will your customers 
benefit from? What can you GIVE THEM?



create compelling content
ALL MARKETING  COMMUNICATION

Good communication listens first and is EMPATHETIC. What will your customers 
benefit from? What can you GIVE THEM?

Compelling content will do at least one of these three: 

INSPIRE

ENTERTAIN

EDUCATE

HELP



Offer a peek at your “behind the scenes.”

Provide some details about the project. Include 
a photo or a video. 

Share a story about your project by including:

what is it about,

where it is, and who it is for without breaching 
privacy; and,

why you are doing that project.



Think expansively 
about your 
business and its 
offerings.

Think about what 
resistance or 
hesitation 
customers might 
have.

Sometimes 
philosophy 
statements can 
be inspirational 
and appropriate.



Don’t shy away 
from posting 
human interest 
pieces.

Some of the 
highest-
performing 
professional and 
business posts 
showcase their 
employees’ as 
real people. 



Listen, interact, 
and share 
relevant content, 
especially if it is 
ABOUT your 
company.

Reciprocity is 
often rewarded. 
Generosity 
comes back to 
you. 



Position yourself 
as an authority 
within your 
industry. 

Industry insights 
are useful and 
allow you to 
develop your 
brand as a 
trusted expert in 
your field. 



Use your social channels to drive traffic to 
your long form content, to new product or 
service announcements, and other 
updates on your website.

Include partner tags where appropriate 
and relevant to allow those who will also 
benefit from the visibility the ability to see 
and reshare your post. 



Write for people first. 

~MADELINE MIRASOL



using keyword generators
ALL SEARCH RELIES ON KEYWORDS

Keywords are how we name products, services, and ideas. 

Keywords pay VERY CLOSE attention to what people are calling these things. 

If I say I’m going to by a vehicle, you have questions: what kind? New? Used? 
Minivan? SUV? Hybrid? Make? Model? Color? Where from? 



use keyword generators 2 ways
SEE WHAT PEOPLE ARE LOOKING FOR                           SEE WHAT IS TRENDING

Use the language that people are 
searching for to get “found.”

Use keyword searches to 
generate ideas for content.
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Use the language that people are 
searching for to get “found.”

Use keyword searches to 
generate ideas for content.



using keywords (phrases) tactically
PRIMARY Vs. LONG TAIL

“Low mileage, used Honda Civic in York PA!” 

The more words used in a search phrase, the more intent we can gather from 
our audience. 

This kind of detail allows us to optimize users’ ability to find us. 

These details also serve to show us what is trending currently, and allow us to 
capitalize on that trend to create relevant content. 



using keywords (phrases) tactically
FRESH CONTENT
Does your website have a news page, blog, or other section with regularly updated 
content? 

Google penalizes the repetitive use of low-quality content. 

Clear, updated, readable content, written for human readers will be prioritized in 
rankings. The better it’s written, the better your rankings will be. 



using keywords (phrases) tactically
FRESH CONTENT
Consider long-tail keywords (those with lower search volumes). These terms are 
super-specific and are easier to garner traffic from. 

Provide in-depth, high-quality content on topics that are specific and relevant to 
your users.



tactical syndication
SINGLE SOURCE CONTENT TO STREAMLINE YOUR PROCESS

Save time

Cross-platform use

LONG FORM: detailed information or resources. Long video, written text (blog, 
LinkedIn article). Video script can be an article; an article can become the script for 
a video). 

SHORT FORM: video clips, social media posts, infographics, social cards



using keywords (phrases) tactically
wordtracker.com

Find a free keyword/phrase tool.

Construct a primary list, and then a long-tail keyword list. 



Fail to plan, plan to fail.

~COUNTLESS SMART PEOPLE



build a syndicated campaign
Choose 1 LONG TAIL keyword/phrase from your list

Develop a title for a piece of LONG FORM CONTENT that addresses that keyword 
search.

Begin to brainstorm the pieces/smaller topics of that piece of longform 
content. 



build a syndicated campaign: LONG FORM
Long tail keyword phrase: “automation with batch processing lapping and polishing”

How does automation improve lapping and polishing efficiency?

Reduces the need for manual labor; saves cost

Higher capacity for throughput; increases production

Increases safety because it reduces human interaction with machines

Improves consistency of quality; reduces human error



build a 
syndicated 
campaign: 
SHORT 
FORM
THE SOCIAL 
EDITORIAL 
CALENDAR



build a 
syndicated 
campaign: 
SHORT 
FORM
THE SOCIAL 
EDITORIAL 
CALENDAR



campaign: manage your social
SOCIAL CHANNEL 
MANAGER



RECAP:
STRATEGIC: Know who you’re talking TO and TELL THEM THEIR STORY.

Meet them where they are: 

Which social channels are most prevalent in your industry? (Ask)

What kind of content is appropriate for those channels? 



RECAP:
TACTICAL: Use Keywords/Phrases to GENERATE CONTENT

Anticipate what your customers are searching for.

Build lists of PRIMARY (general) and LONG TAIL keywords to 1) name your own 
content appropriately and 2) come up with ideas for new content.



RECAP:
TACTICAL: Use Single-source syndication for efficient content creation.

Build long-form content first (articles, videos).

Then use smaller ideas from the longer piece to generate social posts.



RECAP:
TACTICAL: BE HUMAN. BE GENEROUS. TALK TO AND ABOUT YOUR AUDIENCE.

It’s not about you. It’s about them.

Create trust, credibility, and something memorable.



with gratitude!

Dr. Madeline Mirasol
Hayman Academy

madeline@haymanstudio.com
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